INDOOR ACCESSORIES COLLECTION

Morsø Classic Fire Tool Set
Crafted from robust cast iron and steel the Morsø
Classic fire tool set takes inspiration from the
traditional wood burning fireplace, combined with
genuine Danish craftsmanship to create a product
specifically designed for fireside placement. This
set comes complete with a steel poker, brush, and
shovel and a cast iron base, that holds the
signature Morsø squirrel.

Material:
Cast Iron & Steel
Colour: Black
Measures: 17xH69 cm
Weight: 4 kg

Morsø Complete Fire Tool Set
Morsø Complete has been designed by Morsø’s
own chief architect Karsten Aagaard. His
Complete Fireplace Tool Set has been well
thought out and has clean lines, making it a
perfect companion to todays modern fireplaces.
The three tools are elegantly hidden away behind
a steel door, The tools are made of quality
materials with useful rubber grips.

Material:
Steel
Colour: Black
Measures: W20xH40xD10..7 cm
Weight: 5 kg

Morsø Conform Fire Tool Set
With more than 160 years of experience in making
stoves and accessories Morso has designed and
released the stylish fire tool set, The Conform.
Morso Conform Fire tools, designed by Karsten
Aagaard are a modern version of the Morso
Classic Fire tools due to its simplicity and stylish
appearance. Consisting on three steel tools a
Brush, Shovel and Poker finished in matt black with
soft rubber handles that sit proudly on a cast iron
base

Material:
Cast Iron, Steel & Rubber
Colour: Black
Measures: 15xH61 cm
Weight: 4 kg

Morsø Curva Fire Tool Set
With the Curva range, Morsø has created a
beautifully minimalistic fire tool set, typical of its
simple high quality Danish design and a great
addition to its accessories range.
Every piece performs a task and complements the
other pieces in the range. The dish stores the
firelighters, the dustpan holds the brush and also
forms the lid of the dish.

Material:
Steel & Rubber
Colour: Black
Measures: 24xH13 cm

Morsø Curva Poker
To complement the Curva fire tools, Morso have
produced the Curva poker. Made in a pleasing
shape but also comfortable to hold, the poker is
ideal for cleaning up and particularly suitable for
moving round the embers and breaking them into
smaller pieces. It is also magnetic so, when not in
use, the poker attaches to the back of the stove to
tuck out of the way.

Material:
Steel
Colour: Black
Measures: L46 cm
Weight: 1 kg

Morsø Ellipse Fire Tool Set
The Morso Ellipse Fire Tools consist of a brush,
shovel and poker which also doubles as a
blowpipe, all contained in a bucket that can be
used to store gloves, matches and fire starters.
The breather function of the poker is ideal for
providing extra air to the fire during ignition and
when cleaning your stove the bucket is perfect to
use for the removal of cold ashes. The Ellipse is
the perfect product to ensure your safety and
ease when tending to your fire.

Material:
Steel
Colour: Black
Measures: W27.5xH30xD22 cm
Weight: 5 kg

Morsø Loop Fire Tool Set
The Morso Loop Firetool set is an ingenious
contemporary style of fireside toolset, the tool
pieces fitting together to hang as one rectangular
shape on the wall. The set consists of three
ergonomic parts. The brush is incorporated into
one half of the toolset, the other half forming the
ash scoop, made from a hard-wearing rubberised
finish. The ash rake has a soft rubber handle.
When not in use the Morso Loop fire tools set
hangs neatly from it's magnetic wall base.

Material:
Steel & Rubber
Colour: Black
Measures: 16Wx50H cm
Weight: 5 kg

Morsø Fire and Grill Glove (R/L)
This practical protective glove is made with thick
suede and is available in black with the Morsø
logo. With good insulation, you can move burning
sticks around without burning yourself. A practical
and indispensable friend to keep close at hand,
when you light up your outdoor oven or your
indoor fire. This glove comes in a choice of right or
left hand.

Material:
Suede
Colour: Black
Measures: L36xB12 cm
Weight: 0.25 kg

Morsø Classic Trivet
This decorative cast-iron trivet, Morsø's original
trivet, is ideal for both the dinner table and under a
pot plant on the floor. The combination of the
heavy cast iron and the airy design with the
original logo from 1853 gives it a robust feel, yet at
the same time a light and elegant look. The trivet
has small rubber feet so it won't scratch if placed
on your table or floor.

Material:
Cast Iron
Colour: Black
Measures: 19xH2 cm
Weight: 0.9 kg

Morsø Squirrel Trivet
This decorative cast-iron trivet, comes with the
well-known squirrel motif from the 1930’s. If you
are going to use either trivet under a humidifier or
kettle on the stove, remove the rubber feet first.
If you have a kettle or humidifier sitting on your
stove, we recommend placing the trivet under the
kettle. It ensures a more controlled evaporation.

Material:
Cast Iron
Colour: Black
Measures: 19xH2 cm
Weight: 0.9 kg

Morsø Firewood Box & Carrier
This is a firewood box with a simple and elegant
design that makes storage of extra logs discrete
and stylish. The Morsø Firewood Bucket is painted
in a non-gloss powder coating, giving the bucket
the same surface finish as a Morsø stove and has a
small Morsø logo on the side. The box comes with
the Morsø Canvas Log Carrier. This handy wood
carrier is made of black canvas and has sturdy
wooden handles.

Material:
Matt Black Enamelled Steeel with a
non-gloss powder coasting with
Black canvas log carrier with
wooden handle
Colour: Black
Measures: W38xH32xL45 cm
Weight: 8 kg

Morsø Canvas Wood Carrier
This handy wood carrier is made of black canvas
and has sturdy wooden handles. Complete with
the Morsø logo the carrier makes it easy to carry
wood logs from the wood box to the fire. Hard
wearing yet compact and light.

Material:
Canvas log carrier with wooden
handle
Colour: Black
Measures: W127.5xL42 cm
Weight: 1 kg

Morsø Curva Felt Basket
With it's Curva range, Morsø have continued their
philosophy of stylish design and practicality from
their stoves onto fireside accessories. The Curva
Storage Basket is a crafted container with plenty
of volume for carrying logs to the fireplace.
Printed with the Morso logo, this basket is made
from a soft but durable felt material with
comfortable carrying handles.

Material:
Felt
Colour: Black
Measures: W42xH30xD45
Weight: 1 kg

Morsø Ash & Storage Bucket
When your wood-burning stove, outdoor oven or
fireplace needs to be emptied, it is important to
store the ash in an airtight container made of noncombustible material. The Morsø Ash Bucket is a
four gallon container made of steel and has a tight
-fitting lid for safe storage until the embers have
entirely died down. Recycling Ash: ash from clean
timber makes fine fertiliser for your garden.

Material:
Steel
Colour: Black
Measures: 30xH37 cm

Morsø Humidifier
The Morsø Cast Iron Humidifier is designed to
mitigate the effects of any dry air caused by a
wood burning stove. Simply fill the Morso
Humidifier with water and place on top of the
stove and the humidity in the surrounding area will
be lifted. Morso cast iron kettles are available in
two sizes, 2.0L or 4.5L. Made of enamelled cast
iron, the kettles are suitable as humidifiers and as
a decoration on the stove.

Material:
Cast Iron
Colour: Black
Capacity: 2L-4.5L
Weight: 5 kg

Morsø Axe with Hickory Wood Handle
With a beautiful linseed-oiled handle made from
USA Hickory wood which is hard and dense with
exceptional flexing strength, and a traditionally
forged high grade carbon steel blade, the Morsø
Axe comes with a genuine leather sheath and
sharpening stone. The Morsø Axe head is forged
from C45 high grade carbon steel with a Rockwell
hardness of approximately 53-56HRC (According to
DIN 7287/B).

Material:
Hickory Wood & Steel
Colour: Hickory Wood
Measures: W16.5xL52 cm
Weight: 2.4 kg
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vegetables. Suitable to be used on induction ovens.

Material:
Twice Enamelled Cast Iron
Colour: Black
Measures: 28 x12H cm 4.6 litres
Weight: 8.3 kg

Morsø Multi Cocotte with Skillet
Moisture Lid
Made from twice enamelled cast-iron the Morsø
Multi Cocotte is suitable for all hob types [including
induction and ceramic], ovens and grills. The rustic,
beautiful and solid cast-iron enhances any table and
exudes quality. The cocotte retains the juice and
vitality of your ingredients, enabling you to conjure
up the most beautiful and sumptuous dinners.

Material:
Twice Enamelled Cast Iron
Colour: Black
Measures: 28 x12H cm 4.6 litres
Weight: 8.2 kg

